Lindenberg Anlagen GmbH
Introduction Letter
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
Lindenberg-Anlagen GmbH is the leading German manufacturer for design, supply, installation, commissioning
and service for all diesel and gas driven generating sets for worldwide stationary and marine applications since
more than 60 years.
Based on the engineering done by our 3D CAD design department, we build our products using our own facilities,
such as metal work shop, switchboard division, sand blasting facility, coating cabin and a comprehensive test bench,
all available in house.
The total production facilities comprise an area of 11.500 square meters.

In the stationary industrial branch, we have been supplying diesel and gas driven units where necessary in special
applications like containerised, offshore, oilfield or explosion proof design. High efficiency cogeneration plants with
all kinds of fuels belong to our daily business.
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Since many years, Lindenberg is also well known for serial production of marine generators with complete class
certification.
If containers are requested, canopies with all structural metal constructions and all base frames are manufactured
in our production facilities. These machine housings are planned and calculated with FEM simulation programs.

All the generating sets are tested acc. to client’s specification on our test bench. In our service and spare parts
department we look after the plants once operative, and take care for the complete maintenance to ensure their
continuous availability. A lot of components like exhaust silencers in several materials; oil refilling units; base frames
and many more are produced in house, as well. Of course, Lindenberg Anlagen GmbH has received all necessary
welding certificates, all marine classification certificates and is certified acc. to ISO 9001.
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Lindenberg emphasizes long-term cooperation in a spirit of partnership with our customers, suppliers, and partners. The continuing further development and improvement of our services are at the core of
our company concept.
For more information please refer to our internet page:
www.lindenberg-anlagen.de
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